December 31, 2010

CANADIAN MP SUKH DHALIWAL SUPPORTS THE PETITION RECOGNIZING SIKH
GENOCIDE ("1503 PETITION")
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December 28, 2010

SEWA SAMBHAL LEHAR LAUNCHED

December 27, 2010

SRI AKAL TAKHAT SAHIB ISSUED A DIRECTIVE TO THE SIKH COMMUNITY TO
SUPPORT THE PETITION RECOGNIZING SIKH GENOCIDE ("1503 PETITION")
From January 06, 2011 an international campaign will be launched to collect signatures on "1503
PETITION" which will be filed before U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (UNHRC) in November 2011 by
"Sikhs For Justice" (SFJ) a US based human right advocacy group and "All India Sikhs Students
Federation" (AISSF) demanding an independent inquiry into the systematic and organized killing of Sikhs
in 1984 throughout India. Under The "1503 PETITION" the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and
Protection on Human Rights and the Commission on Human Rights examine complaints which appear to
show consistent patterns of gross and reliably attested human rights violations as in the case of Sikhs in
India.
On December 15, 2010, Giani Gurbachan Singh, the Head of Highest temporal seat of Sikhs Sri Akal
Takhat Sahib issued a directive to the Sikh community to support and sign the "1503 PETITION" so that
an independent investigation be held into the systematic and organized killing of Sikhs throughout India.

December 22, 2010

VICTIMS OF SIKH GENOCIDE TO FILE "1503 PETITION" BEFORE UNITED NATIONS
From January 06, 2011 an international campaign will be launched to collect signatures on "1503
PETITION" which will be filed before U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (UNHRC) in November 2011 by
"Sikhs For Justice" (SFJ) a US based human right advocacy group and "All India Sikhs Students
Federation" (AISSF) demanding an independent inquiry into the systematic and organized killing of Sikhs
in 1984 throughout India. Under The "1503 PETITION" the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and
Protection on Human Rights and the Commission on Human Rights examine complaints which appear to
show consistent patterns of gross and reliably attested human rights violations as in the case of Sikhs in
India.
On December 15, 2010, Giani Gurbachan Singh, the Head of Highest temporal seat of Sikhs Sri Akal
Takhat Sahib issued a directive to the Sikh community to support and sign the "1503 PETITION" so that
an independent investigation be held into the systematic and organized killing of Sikhs throughout India.
According to Gurpatwant Singh Pannun, legal advisor to SFJ Under the "1503 PETITION" the U.N.
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (UNHRC) will be requested to
To appoint an independent expert to look into the gross human rights violations of Sikhs in India.
To adopt resolution condemning the human rights violations of Sikhs in India.
To appoint a Special Representative to investigate the complaint of gross human rights violations in
India.
To recognize the killings of Sikhs from 1984-1997 as "Genocide", as defined in Article 2 of the UN
Convention on Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide and fulfill its obligations under
Article 1 of the Genocide Convention by prosecuting the perpetrators.
According to attorney Gurpatwant Singh Pannun, legal advisor to Sikhs For Justice, US based human
rights advocacy group, in proceedings on "1503 PETITION", U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (UNHRC)
can call witnesses, record testimony; receive documents and evidence related to human rights violations
and killings. The U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (UNHRC) commission can also seek response from
the country involved. As per attorney Pannun who practices refugee and human rights law in United
States, "1503 PETITION" is a very effective tool that United Nations have provided for the suppressed
people of the world to approach the UN directly regarding human rights abuses.
Since Violations of any of the human rights guaranteed by the Universal Declaration on Human Rights
can be examined under this "1503 PETITION", their organization will provide United Nations Human
Rights Commission with true facts, figures, documents and evidence related to Sikh Genocide (19841997) stated attorney Pannun.

According to Karnail Singh Peermohammad, President of AISSF the Indian Government have committed
very serious violations of human rights against Sikhs and they include torture, enforced disappearances,
extrajudicial executions (killings), arbitrary or summary executions, widespread arbitrary imprisonment
or lengthy detention without charge or trial and widespread denial of the right to leave a country. AISSF
will provide United Nations Human Rights Commission with true facts, figures, documents and evidence
related to Sikh Genocide (1984-1997).
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------------------December 10, 2010

NOVEMBER 1984 VICTIMS TO RESIST KAMAL NATH'S EFFORTS TO SEEK
IMMUNITY IN PENDING SIKH GENOCIDE TRIAL BEFORE U.S. COURT
In a pending Sikh Genocide case filed against Union Minister Kamal Nath, the Minister's defense
team announced that Mr. Nath has approached US Department of State for seeking immunity
because of his position as Minister in Indian Government.

Appearing in pretrial conference before Judge Robert Sweet on December 08, 2010, the
Minister's defense team stated that they have contacted US Department of State for seeking
immunity for Minister Nath and requested the court that defendant be allowed to file motions
to dismiss the case. However, the Judge did not grant the defendant's request but granted the
plaintiffs' 60 days to amend and file a more detailed complaint against Minister Nath.
According to attorney Gurpatwant Singh Pannun, legal advisor to Sikhs For Justice, although US
law contains provisions relating to immunity from prosecution for foreign officials but US
Government does not grant immunity in cases where the defendant has committed gross
human rights violations like Minister Nath. According to attorney Pannun, the US law on the
other hand binds US Government to prosecute and exclude every human rights violator such as
Minister Nath.
Sikhs for Justice with the help of Sikh community and victims of November 1984 is launching a
campaign against Minister Nath's attempt to get immunity in Sikh Genocide Case. The victims
of November 1984 and members of Sikh community will:
Approach and pressurize Prime Minister Manmohan Singh to remove Kamal Nath from his
cabinet so Nath would not be eligible for immunity and trial against him could go forwards on
the merits.
Approach the US Government urging not to intervene on behalf of Kamal Nath, who
participated in killing of Sikhs and burning of Gurudwara.
Approach United Nations to intervene on behalf of the victims of November 1984 and write to
the US Court that Kamal Nath should not be granted any immunity because he committed gross
human rights violations.
To think that US Government will intervene on behalf of a known human rights' abuser and violator is a
naiveté and pipedream, added attorney Pannun, especially in the face of pressure from Sikh community
and other human rights organization towards such move by the U.S. Government.

December 1, 2010

FUND THE PROSECUTION OF KAMAL NATH

